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MR Credit 2: Construction Waste Management
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The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
All Options
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Unit of measurement
Units must be consistent throughout credit.
Complete the table for all construction waste. For site-separated waste, list each waste type. If 100% of commingled waste is diverted from landfill, select "Diverted" in the "Disposal Method" column.
Table: Construction waste diversion
For group projects, the table must include the combined waste for all buildings.  
Disposal Method
Construction Waste
Description
Hauler or 
Location
Commingled Waste
Percent Diverted
Doc Provided
Total percentage of construction waste diverted from landfill (%) 
Must be at least 50% for 1 point, 75% for 2 points, or 95% for exemplary performance
Land-clearing debris and soil have not been included in the calculations.
Upload: Construction waste management plan
Provide the construction waste management plan identifying the diversion goals of the project, relevant construction debris and materials diverted, implementation protocols, and parties responsible for implementation.
Upload: Commingled waste documentation 
Provide documentation verifying the commingled waste diversion rate of the waste. Documentation can be either a project-specific diversion rate provided by the sorting facility or the average annual recycling rate for the sorting facility provided by the regulating local or state government authority.
For projects with commingled waste
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
Summary
Date
Name
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
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Total diverted waste
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